Love between Man and Woman!
Time to think about
Bucharest, Romania, 20. September 2016

G

reetings from Romania!
We are so happy to offer
this report in front of
Heavenly Paretns and True Parents.
We organized Open Purity Education
Event with joyful spirit. The purpose
of this program was share the
message about ‘Absolute Sex’ for all
kind of people. Specially ‘How
important prepare for future family’,
‘Importance of Sexual Purity’ and
‘What is the difference between True
Love and False Love’.
This program started with
introducing each other. And lecturer

asked each of them to say in one word
‘What is love’for them. It was
interesting moment because all of us
had similer opinions about Love.
First activity was making a ‘Gift
list’ for future spouse. This list was
internally and externally what you can
give for your future spouse. All of
participants were thinking deeply
about themselves in order to find out
what they can give for their future
spouse. And afterwords we made two
teams and share about their ‘Gife
List’. It was very deep experience for
them to see clearly their stuation if
they are redy to have
partner or not. Because we
all need preparation before
meeting our partners.
Lecturer encouraged
participants to add more in
the future what they can
give for future spouse.
Program continued with
presentation about
difference of man and
woman. And only with
True Love we can over
come these differences and
bring harmony and unity.
So in here lecturer made

clear understanding what is True
Love and what is not. All the
participants could understand what
kind of love they need to prepare for
their future partner.
In the end we made interesting
experiment with chocolate. Each
participants recived one chocolate
which packed very beautiful. We
made pair and one side can eat one
piece of chocolate and put it back in
the package. And we exchange these
chocolate as presents for each other.
And share their feelings. Who recived
chocolate which packed beautiful
were happy. But who recived
chocolate which eaten one pice
couldn’t feel completely happy about
this. The message of this experiment
was chocolate is our love towards
future spouse. If you use your love
because of the moment of emotions or
mood it never come back like same
before. It really important to keep
your love pure and completed like a
chocolate which packed beautiful.
We wish this program bring new
wind of True Love for Romania
young people and help them to create
ideal family in the future.

Thank you so much Heavenly Parents
and True Parents.

